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The Street 
2 Picardy Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Bars 

The Street is a well-known restaurant & 

bar for gay locals and visitors looking to 

take in the sights and sounds of Scotland's 

buzzing Gay Village. Expect a crowded, 

casual, laid-back atmosphere. 

Serves a good selection and has an 

outdoor terrace for good weather days. 

The popular Street NightClub (in the 

basement) is open on Friday and Saturday 

nights. 

 

Features:BarDancingFree Wi-

FiMusicRestaurant 

 

CC Blooms 
23-24 Greenside Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Bars 

The oldest and most popular gay venue in 

Edinburgh. CC Blooms is a stylish bar & 

restaurant by day and a classy nightclub by 

night. 

CC serves excellent cocktails and modern 

cuisine, and offers a full wine and 

champagne list. The dance floor at the 

back of the venue is one of the gay 

hotspots in Edinburgh. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusicRestaurant 

 

Planet Bar 
6 Baxter’s Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Bars 

Small gay bar in the Pink Triangle, with 

good atmosphere, reasonably priced 

drinks, a snooker table, arcade game and 

DJ's. 

Planet Bar attracts a younger, mixed/gay 

crowd. Daily drink promotions. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Paradise Palms 
41 Lothian Street, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Bars 

Not a gay venue, but definitely worth a 

visit. Paradise Palms is known for its 

cutting-edge cabaret and live music. 

This quirky (mismatched furniture and 

palm trees) bar + café + alternative arts 

venue serves amazing vegetarian food and 

all kinds of drinks. 

 

Features:BarCafeDancingMusic 

 

Planet Bar 
6 Baxter’s Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 
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Bars 

Small gay bar in the Pink Triangle, with 

good atmosphere, reasonably priced 

drinks, a snooker table, arcade game and 

DJ's. 

Planet Bar attracts a younger, mixed/gay 

crowd. Daily drink promotions. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Infinity Nightclub CLOSED 
4 Picardy Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Scotland's favorite LGBT-popular venue. 

Formerly "Chalky's", this late-night bar & 

dance club attracts a fun, mixed crowd 

with drag shows and friendly vibe. 

Mixed/LGBT crowd. 

Infinity Nightclub is located next to The 

Street Bar in Edinburgh's 'Pink Triangle'. 

THIS VENUE IS NOW CLOSED 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

The Church of High Kicks @ 

CC Blooms 
23-24 Greenside Place, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

LGBT-popular party night at CC Blooms 

every Sunday from 6pm to 11pm. The 

party is hosted by a drag DJ and is a 

mixture of comedy, entertainment, music 

and dancing. 

The music ranges from disco, 80's, 90's 

and some high energy stuff thrown in. Fun 

avant garde vibe, with promotions on 

drinks. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowDancingLive 

musicMusic 

 

Steamworks 
5 Broughton Market, Edinburgh, EH3 6NU, 

United Kingdom, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Saunas 

Steamworks is a male-only health club in 

Edinburgh. Guests can treat themselves to 

the place's steamroom, sauna and hot 

tub. The place also has play facilities, 

including an expansive darkroom, a video 

room and glory holes. 

Entrance is £18 while private cabins can 

be hired starting at £23. Steamworks also 

has themed nights from Monday to 

Sunday like buddy days and naked days. 

 

Q Store 
5 Barony Street, Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom 

 

 

Services 

Adults-only shop near the gay village in 

Edinburgh's city centre. Q Store is open for 

all but has a large number of gay 

customers. 
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The shop sells everything from movies, 

books, magazines, clothes, XXX 

paraphernalia, etc. 

 

Features:Shop 
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